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BE FEARLESS! ISOLATE RISKS WITH VIRTUALIZATION-
BASED SECURITY

Today’s workforce is under a constant cyber security threat. These threats; designed 
to impact productivity and harm your organization include malicious email attachments, 
phishing threats, infected downloadable files, clicking on embedded links to unknown 
websites, accessing networks in the wild, compromised hosts, compromised applications, 
and a barrage of other clever ways to infect your organization with malware and ransomware 
in an effort to own your machines.

The market is flush with security detection products to let you know when a breach has 
occurred to try and stop the threats or quarantine potential risks. Organizations struggle to 
keep up with patches to prevent known security issues. Hackers are always one step ahead 
and only have to be right once to wreak havoc on your intellectual property and inflict pain 
upon your organization. 

What if you could add a virtualization layer to your security stack?  The virtualization layer 
allows your business to work without fear of a breach while safely capturing and isolating 
malicious activity to gain intelligence on adversaries trying to breach your organization.

Virtualization-based security uses the power and proven effectiveness of virtualization 
technology to be proactive in protecting your organization from the most insidious of threats 
that detection-based products alone cannot overcome. Protecting users from threats 
enables you to:

1 2 3Deliver uninterrupted 
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Save budget for 
innovation vs. crisis 
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Maintain peace of 
mind when detection 

alone fails
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With virtualization-based security, a virtual container stands between you and the attacker. 
This virtual container means frequent daily tasks, such as opening email attachments, clicking 
on unknown URLs, and downloading documents from any source, are isolated and executed 
in a micro-virtualized environment. If there is a threat contained in any of those tasks, it is 
isolated to the micro-virtualized environment, which is disposed of after completion of the 
task. With virtualization-based security each task is executed in its own micro-virtualized 
environment to prevent any exposure of malware to the host or other applications. 

Protect your intellectual property with virtualization-based security.

 § Eliminate workflow constraints

 § Remove fear of exploring the unknown in day-to-day transactions

 § Isolate threats with certainty

Stay ahead of the hackers with virtualization-based security!

Let’s look at three opportunities to improve your security posture and protect your 
intellectual property though virtualization-based security. 

Make Virtualization Part of the Security Stack

Virtualization is a powerful technology that is used in multiple areas of enterprise computing, 
such as the data center to take advantage of underutilized servers, the desktop to take 
advantage of thin clients to access a host and its applications, and service virtualization to help 
software developers and testers gain unrestricted access to incomplete or unavailable services.

Virtualization technology is successfully deployed and 
used across enterprise organizations of all types and 
sizes. As a by-product of its efficiency, virtualization 
technology provides tremendous economic benefit 
whether it is reducing CAPEX or streamlining OPEX.

Workforces are global, mobile, and span organizational 
boundaries. Workers in an organization must freely 
and securely collaborate with third-parties, teams 
must allow consultants and contractors access to your 
internal systems, and your IT organization must enable 
an ever-growing and powerful mobile workforce.   
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Virtualization-based security is an absolute must-have technology for organizations that want 
to improve security posture, move beyond reactive security solutions, and empower every 
user in the organization to work without interruption or constraints.

With virtualization-based security the micro-virtualized 
environments are spun up for each task and immediately 
disposed of after each task executes. The automatic disposal 
prevents virtual machine sprawl and ensures performance. If 
a task, such as downloading a document, brings unwelcome 
malware along with it, the micro-virtualized environment 
localizes it and contains it. The malicious task is isolated 
and does not impact the underlying system or other micro-
virtualized environments executing other tasks. 

Adding virtualization-based security has a positive impact on the way the entire organization 
thinks about cyber security. Economically, virtualization-based security allows you to invest 
budget elsewhere instead of engaging in crisis management or re-imaging breached machines.

Reap the benefits of virtualization to protect every task and every user! 

Rely on Application Isolation as a Safety Net

Over the years platforms and computer usage have 
evolved. Throughout this evolution we have largely 
seen cyber security offerings remain somewhat 
unchanged. Cyber security tools offer many different 
ways to get alerts on detection for your application, 
network, endpoints, and so on. 

In spite of hard work and best efforts, cyber security 
risks are exponential ranging from one patch not yet 
deployed to prevent a known issue to a new threat 
slipping through layers of defense, or simply one wrong 
click. The proverbial perimeter is no longer able to be 
protected. Applications are the entry points for cyber 
security risk and must be protected.

REAP THE 
BENEFITS OF 
VIRTUALIZATION 
TO PROTECT 
EVERY TASK AND 
EVERY USER!,,
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Organizations need to leverage the power of virtualization to 
add a safety net to cyber security defense systems. 

Virtualization-based security employs application isolation 
(or application segmentation) that provides a safety net that 
organizations require. 

Application isolation is bi-directional insurance to keep your applications safe from any 
malicious activity on the host as well as your host safe from any malicious doings within your 
application. This means that your organizational assets, data, intellectual property, and brand 
are protected from a compromised endpoint, application, or host. Weather cyber security 
attacks on the organization without business impact.

Give your business more freedom to work without fear! 

Empower IT to Enable the Business

IT organizations typically operate with dual roles of keeping systems highly available and 
making sure those systems are safe and secure. When there is a security issue IT needs to be 
able to quickly understand and respond to threats. End users of an organization must be able 
to go about their business naturally—opening emails from outside their domain, downloading 
documents from third-parties such as resumes or invoices, and visiting unknown websites for 
research. In a world chock full of cyber security threats these benign tasks may be just the 
opening an adversary needs to impact the security of the organization.

Many organizations impose limitations and require approvals for innocuous activities such as 
accessing uncategorized websites for research or opening files from unknown sources. These 
restrictions equate to unnecessary wait times which 
impact productivity and timeliness of information. 

Cyber security practices that prevent access to 
potential risks impact the productivity of both IT 
and the business. Security wastes time chasing 
false-positives and processing approvals while the 
business is prevented from conducting routine and 
productive business tasks. 

Adopt a virtualization-based security solution to 
empower both IT and your workforce to be  
more productive. 

GIVE YOUR 
BUSINESS MORE 
FREEDOM TO WORK 
WITHOUT FEAR!,,

,,
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Virtualization-based security changes the paradigm by 
utilizing application isolation to allow potential malware to 
run in secure, isolated environments. This allows IT security 
teams to apply the knowledge gained from real-time threat 
intelligence collected in the micro-virtualized environment, so 

they can take immediate action without the risk of false-positives. End users in the organization 
experience the freedom to conduct business as usual without fear of infection or compromise. 

By eliminating the false-positives generated by detection only solutions, your organization is 
more secure, responsive, and productive. The technology is transparent to your end users 
and works FOR you, not the other way around. 

Be secure, be responsive, be productive!

EXPLORE BROMIUM VIRTUALIZATION-BASED 
SECURITY PRODUCTS

Bromium is a cyber security company founded in 2010 by leading virtualization experts. The 
company, with more than 38 virtualization-based security patents, focuses on protecting end 
users from the constant barrage of cyber security threats.

Bromium’s virtualization-based security products emphasize:

The Bromium platform offers:

 § Secure browsing for Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, and Mozilla Firefox 
to stop web-borne threats  

 § Real-time protection of Microsoft Office archives, images, and executable files, as well 
as PDF documents to isolate malicious activity in a micro-virtualized environment

 § Secure monitoring for any malicious activity to isolate and remove files in real time

Isolating threats and 
stopping breaches 
through application 

isolation

Collecting and 
sharing real-time 
threat intelligence 
captured in the 
micro-virtualized 

environment

Enabling end users 
to safely click with 

confidence without the 
impact of the breach

BE SECURE,  
BE RESPONSIVE,  
BE PRODUCTIVE! 

,,
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voke is a modern analyst firm focused on the edge of innovation. voke’s primary coverage area is the applica-
tion lifecycle and its global transformation, including testing, virtualization, cloud computing, release manage-
ment, embedded systems, cyber security, Internet of Things (IoT), mobile and device software. voke looks 
at how existing and installed technology can benefit from innovation and provides in depth coverage of core 
vendors and innovators. Please visit www.vokeinc.com for additional information.

The Bromium mission statement is profound as 
it is unique and pledges to “provide security to 
those who use digital communication to advance 
society.” As a company, Bromium believes in 
the technology it has built and works tirelessly 
to satisfy customers. The Bromium mission and 
customer focus are representative of a new way of 
looking at cyber security. 

Bromium has an opportunity to change the 
conversation in the cyber security market while 
making the jobs of security professionals more 
manageable. Virtualization-based security is the 
logical evolution of cyber security offerings and 
offers proactive protection. 

Improve your security posture to include an offensive approach that brings freedom to your 
cyber security strategy. Investigate Bromium and its virtualization-based security solutions. 

Virtualization-based  
Security Protection

 Click any link

 

 

 

Download any file

Open any email

Eliminate false-positives

 

 

Explore any website 

Connect to any network
 

 




